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and with prosperity disappears the greater part of the evil which,
is our heritage from darker times. The triumphs of scientific re-
search and the ever increasing field which is coming under its sway
give us reason to believe that the microbes of the soul and of the
body will soon be exterminated, and that the only kind of war
which humanity will wage in the future will be the war against
these microbes/' His will of course also expresses this attitude of
optimism. The pessimist easily becomes either a disinterested
or a satirical observer of life ; he does not himself take part in the
worthless efforts of his fellowmen. Alfred Nobel's whole life, on
the contrary, was work, and it was through work that he drove out
the demon of melancholy. He loved work, both for its own sake,
and for the results for humanity. He would forget his meals
while at work, and led an exceedingly irregular life, as far as such
things were concerned. His life was also remarkable for its wide
range, and for all the variety which he contrived to get into it;
he contrived however, to divide it up with some practical skill.
" You know/' he wrote to Emanuel Nobel, "that I am piling up
my work very considerably; not that, as is generally supposed, I
am actually doing it myself, for nine-tenths or more of my working
hours are occupied with technical matters, with contracts, questions
regarding patents and affairs with lawyers, all of them matters
which cannot be delegated. With reference to the purely business
side, however, it is my rule never to do myself what another could
do better, or at any rate, as well. Were I not to make this my rule
I should long ago have been worn out in body and soul, and pro-
bably ruined as well, for if you try to do everything yourself in a
very large concern, the result will be that nothing will be done
properly/'
As an employer Nobel does seem really to have observed,his
own principles of regard for the dignity of man and respect for
the liberties and opinions of others. Bertha von Suttner relates
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